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Board/CEO level leadership
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Support of Women as Leaders
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Qualitative Data
• Interviewed top leaders at 9/14 organizations 

– % of women on board

– % of women in leadership 

– Evaluation of opportunities for women to lead

• Organizations represent diverse sectors
– Colleges and Universities

– Relief and development

– Missions and Ministry

– Journalism/Media
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I. Be Clear and Explicit

• Communicate where top leaders stand on 
women in leadership through action and 
speech

• Be explicit with gendered language regarding 
strategic plans, core values, or vision/mission 
statement
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II. Articulate Why Diversity Matters

Have a shared theological understanding on why an 
organizations should pursue diversity

– Better represent the Kingdom of God and inclusion

– Stretch/grow one another through difference, increase 
the gifts and perspectives around the table

– Way to internally practice justice 

– Allows us to better understand and serve the world
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III. Intentionality from the Top

• Provide women increased responsibilities and 

opportunities to lead and develop skills

• Recruit and solicit names/suggestions outside 

of normal circles for board

• Senior leaders mentor younger leaders
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IV. Change Structural Realities

• Make flexible working conditions; recognize 

that people have different life stages

• Make employees feel valued for what they 

contribute and allow multiple venues for 

contributing
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V. Recognize the Call of the Spirit

• Many of the women leaders feel a call into 
ministry and the call of God to use leadership 
gifts

• Demand professional respect even when there 
is disagreement over the role of women in 
leadership
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Discussion Question (1/3)

• Is your organization clear about where it 

stands on women in leadership?  How is this 

communicated?

• How would you articulate why diversity in 

leadership matters for your organization?
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Discussion Questions (2/3)

• Does your workplace provide flexibility for 

people at different life stages?  Think of how 

individual cases have been handled.
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Discussion Questions (3/3)

• Is there a shared theology supporting 

women’s leadership in all sectors? If not, how 

do you find common ground to support 

women’s leadership and gifts?
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